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Who is God anyway? The old man who
created the world in six days and then took
Sunday off, or the one who thinks that a
man equals two women? What if it was us
who created God in our own image and not
the opposite? The prolific interpretations of
God with their fear-based distortions
support this theory. What if the universal
recipe for life and happinessor the carrot
that donkeys worldwide are pursuingwere
as illusionary and deceitful as the
numerous personas of God? What if both
our fear-based constructs of God and
reality were seeded on purpose in order to
enslave us in a matrix of cognitive
distortions? If so, who benefits from
keeping us energetically harnessed? This
book explores the true nature of God as a
consciousness that steps down into
manifested form through a basic
understanding of the mechanics of
co-creation. It also explores the mechanics
of miscreation, along with the inorganic
nature and consequences of fear, including
physical phenomena like the formation of
black holes and metaphysical ones like the
biblical fall. A set of tools is provided for
those who wish to detangle themselves
from
the
matrix
of
fear-based
consciousness by reclaiming their initial
state of mastery and godhood and
becoming the architects of their life in this
physical realm and beyond. Information is
the highest form of power. From the
moment it is acquired, life becomes
entirely magical.
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Some
temptations are just to good to pass up. My curiosity got the best of me the other day and I gave in by watching one of
those â€œEnd of the Worldâ€• conspiracies videos. This time around the date is set for July 29, 2016. So in three days
the biblical prophecies will come true and we will be swallowed up by hell fire while the others who are â€œsavedâ€•
will rejoice in the heavens.
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Why Does God Allow Evil and Suffering? Good News - Occasionally someone will quote Isaiah 45:7 (KJV) and
claim it proves God made evil as a part of His creation: I form the light, and create darkness: I make Is God evil? Is the
Bible evil? - The problem of evil refers to the question of how to reconcile the existence of evil with an
omnibenevolent, omniscient, and omnipotent God (see theism). Did God Create Evil? : Christian Courier The web
site endeavors to do two things: (1) demonstrate that the Bible is not the Word of God, but instead is only a book
written by evil men, and God is Impossible Evil Bible .com Why is there evil in the world if there is a God? Why isnt
he doing something about it? Is God a Cosmic Jerk?: God, Satan, and the Problem of Evil Feb 21, 2013 I have
stated in the past that I think one of the best arguments for the existence of God is the presence of evil in the world. One
way I can How Can God Allow So Much Evil and Suffering? Focus on the Feb 5, 2013 The presence of evil in the
world is considered by some to be solid evidence against the existence of God. I think it proves just the opposite. Why
Did God Create Evil? - If God has the power to prevent evil and desires to prevent evil, why does He still allow evil?
Perhaps a practical way to look at this question would be to Is an All-Evil God as Likely as an All-Good God? :
Strange Notions God may use physical evil for a higher purpose: to test us and prepare us for glory (1 Peter 1:6-7, 5:10,
2 Corinthians 12:7-9), or to make us more compassionate Why Does God Allow Evil and Suffering? Answer: The web
site endeavors to do two things: (1) demonstrate that the Bible is not the Word of God, but instead is only a book
written by evil Is God Culpable for Evil He Knows Will Take Place? Stand to Reason Jul 1, 1998 Fourteen years
ago Charles Colson wrote, The western church much of it drifting, enculturated, and infected with cheap grace
desperately Confronting the Problem(s) of Evil Desiring God Mar 27, 2015 There is a common claim that the God
of the Old Testament (even in the New Testament) seems very harsh, brutal, and even evil. Is God Responsible for
Evil? - Grace to You evil? How can we see that God is just and loving? Thus, God extends himself sacrificially to
forgive those who do evil (all of us) and provide an escape from Gods Plan to End Evil and Suffering United Church
of God Is God Good? The Problem of Evil Magnified - If God planned everything, why did He plan for really bad
things to happen? Why did a personal, loving God create a world in which evil exists? Why did If God, Why Evil? ::
Catholic News Agency Mar 10, 2009 When David Plotz read every word of the Old Testament, he discovered lots of
smitings, misogyny, and a God whos like Donald Trump. Is God Evil? - The Daily Beast Introduction. Christians
consider the existence of their God to be an obvious truth that no sane man could deny. I strongly disagree with this
assumption not only Evil as Evidence for God Stand to Reason In the combox to a post on another subject, reader
Eric asked for my opinion of philosopher Stephen Laws article The evil-god challenge. I had not then read Is God the
Origin of Evil? LogosTalk May 21, 2013 Every thoughtful person must deal with the problem of evil. Evil acts and
tragic events come to us all in this vale of tears known as human life. Why does God allow evil? - Got Questions? The
question is this: God seems to be the cause of evil because he is the creator of everything. Now since evil is some kind
of a reality, it would seem that God is Evil - Is God the Cause? - EWTN Home If God is only good, how is it that the
Bible says that he created evil (Isaiah 45:7)?. In order to get the feel of Isaiah 45:7, at least a slightly larger portion of the
Isnt the God of the Old Testament Harsh, Brutal, Downright Evil Can God exist? We often ask this question as we
look at the suffering and pain around us, and the question that is really on the heart is, How can I come to Is God evil?
Is the Bible evil? - Got Questions? Nov 12, 2012 Theodicy asks, If God is good and just, then why is there so much
evil in the world? There are many answers to this question. Some claim that Good and Evil - Mar 10, 2015 Last week
we had the privilege of working with Dr. David Baker in the Mobile Ed studio, filming a few of his upcoming courses
on the Old Probably one of the greatest challenges faced by Christianity and Christians is the reality of evil and
suffering. At times even great thinkers are baffled by the The Goodness of God and the Reality of Evil - Dec 15, 2012
Introduction Where was God? The question is always the same. After the initial shock and horror subsides, after the
news crews go home, were God cant possibly exist given the evil in the world! - Sep 21, 2007 Is God blind to evil
and human suffering? Why doesnt He intervene to put a stop to it? Or could it be that its we who are blind to what God
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